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Abstract The SNAP-25 gene is an integral part of the

vesicle docking and fusion machinery that controls neu-

rotransmitter release. Several post mortem studies revealed

a reduction of SNAP-25 protein in the hippocampus of

patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (BD).

Thirty-eight patients with schizophrenia, BD or obsessive-

compulsive disorder and 17 healthy controls participated in

the study. Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy in left

hippocampus was performed in each individual. Three

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) of the SNAP-25

gene were genotyped. Individuals with the homozygous

CC genotype of the DdeI SNP presented a significantly

higher ratio of N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA)/choline-contain-

ing compounds (Cho) in the left hippocampus compared to

the group of individuals with the homozygous TT geno-

type. The SNAP-25 genotype may modulate synaptic

plasticity and neurogenesis in the left hippocampus, and

altered NAA/Cho ratio may be an indicator for this genetic

modulation of neuronal function in the hippocampus.

Keywords Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy �
SNAP-25 � N-acetyl-aspartate � Choline � Hippocampus

Introduction

In major psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia, bipolar

affective disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder

(OCD) a disturbed neurotransmitter function has been pos-

tulated to play a key role in the aetiology of these diseases.

The neurotransmitter release from the vesicles of the pre-

synaptic neuron into the synaptic cleft is controlled by a

protein complex. An integral part of this vesicle docking and

fusion machinery is the SNAP-25 gene product (Oyler et al.

1989). The transient localization in axons within the

developing brain indicates that SNAP-25 might be required

for plasticity of neuro- and synaptogenesis (Osen-Sand et al.

1993; Sollner et al. 1993). The SNAP-25 gene is highly

expressed in the hippocampus (Geddes et al. 1999). It might

therefore influence the neuronal density and connectivity of

the hippocampus. The hippocampal formation is involved in

the neuronal pathology of major psychiatric disorders like

schizophrenia (Harrison 2004), bipolar affective disorder

(Phillips et al. 2003), and OCD (Kwon et al. 2003). Several

post mortem studies revealed a reduction of SNAP-25

protein in the hippocampus of patients with schizophrenia

(Young et al. 1998; Thompson et al. 2003) and bipolar

disorder (BD; Fatemi et al. 2001). These results underline

the importance of SNAP-25 protein in major psychiatric

disorders. Furthermore, animal studies showed that the

hippocampal SNAP-25 protein is involved in memory

consolidation and long-term memory formation in rats

(Hou et al. 2004, 2006). In humans it has been shown

recently that the SNAP-25 gene is associated with the cog-

nitive ability of healthy individuals (Gosso et al. 2006).
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Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS)

allows in vivo determination of several brain metabolites

such as N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), choline-containing

compounds (Cho), creatine ? phosphocreatine (Cr) and

inositol ? myo-inositol (Ins). NAA is a generally accepted

marker for neuronal density and function, even though its

exact role in brain metabolism is still unclear. Cho primarily

reflects cell membrane phospholipids and cell membrane

turnover, Cr represents cell energy metabolism and Ins

participates in phospholipid metabolism and signal trans-

duction (Burtscher and Holtas 2001). Because absolute

quantification of these compounds is difficult to achieve,

most studies focus on specific ratios between the markers of

interest and the markers which are most expected. Gener-

ally the ratios NAA/Cr, NAA/Cho, Cho/Cr and Ins/Cr are

chosen. They allow the indirect estimation of the underlying

metabolite concentrations. For example, increased ratios of

NAA/Cr and NAA/Cho in combination with unchanged

Cho/Cr ratio suggest an increased absolute NAA concen-

tration. 1H-MRS studies in patients with schizophrenia

observed decreased NAA concentrations in the hippocam-

pus (Steen et al. 2005). In patients with BD NAA seems to

be reduced in manic, depressive and euthymic mood states

(Yildiz-Yesiloglu and Ankerst 2006).

To our knowledge there are no studies that investigated

the influence of SNAP-25 genotype on metabolite ratios in

hippocampus in major psychiatric disorders. Three different

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP; MnlI, TaiI and

DdeI in the 30-untranslated region) were chosen for the

present analysis as they have been associated with cognitive

dysfunction, as well as antipsychotic induced weight gain in

schizophrenic patients and attention deficit hyperactivity

disorders (Spellmann et al. 2008; Musil et al. 2008; Kim

et al. 2007; Müller et al. 2005; Mill et al. 2004; Brophy et al.

2002; Kustanovich et al. 2003; Barr et al. 2000).

The aim of the present study was to determine whether

three different SNAP-25 SNPs alter, irrespective of clinical

diagnosis, the metabolic ratios NAA/Cho, NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr

and Ins/Cr in the hippocampus. In order to address this

issue, we acquired 1H-MRS data from the left hippocampus

in healthy individuals and psychiatric patients suffering

from schizophrenia, BD or OCD.

Methods and materials

Subjects

Nine patients suffering their first episode of schizophrenia

(SZ), nineteen euthymic patients with bipolar I disorder, ten

patients with OCD, and seventeen healthy control (HC)

subjects participated in the study. Written informed consent

was obtained from all subjects and the study was approved

by the local ethical committee. Subjects were recruited from

the outpatient unit of the Department of Psychiatry and

Psychotherapy of the Saarland University Hospital. The

diagnoses of schizophrenia, BD and OCD were confirmed by

using the German version of the Structural Clinical Interview

for DSM-IV (Wittchen et al. 1997). All patients received

stable medication at the time of the study. Eight patients with

SZ received antipsychotics, 18 patients with BD took one or

more mood-stabilizer (six lithium, five valproate, nine

lamotrigine, three carbamazepine), nine received an anti-

psychotic and seven an antidepressant drug, six patients with

OCD were treated with an antidepressant drug.

1H-MRS

Single-volume 1H-MRS was performed on a 1.5-Tesla

Siemens Magnetom Sonata (Siemens, Erlangen) using a

spin-echo sequence with water-suppression and 128 scan

averages (TE = 30, TR = 1,500). The region of interest

was determined in the left hippocampus according to an

exactly predefined and standardized algorithm with mul-

tiple rechecking procedures in a T2-gradient echo image

(TrueFISP) with 24 slices each in three orthogonal ori-

entations. The positions of the voxels were visually

inspected and adjusted based on identifiable anatomical

landmarks in reference to standard brain atlases (Talairach

and Tournoux 1998; Duvernoy 1999). The voxel size was

10 9 9 35 9 10 mm3.

Genotyping

Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood according to

standard procedures. Three restriction fragment length

polymorphisms (RFLP) in the SNAP-25 were genotyped

with the enzymes MnlI, DdeI and TaiI (MBI Fermentas,

Amherst, NY, USA). These SNPs were chosen according

to previous reports relating significant associations between

these three polymorphisms and cognitive dysfunction, as

well as antipsychotic induced weight gain in schizophrenic

patients and attention deficit hyperactivity disorders

(Spellmann et al. 2008; Musil et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2007;

Müller et al. 2005; Mill et al. 2004; Brophy et al. 2002;

Kustanovich et al. 2003; Barr et al. 2000).

The MnlI- (T/G substitution) and the DdeI- (T/C sub-

stitution) SNPs are closely opposed (four base pairs apart)

and can be visualized using the same PCR amplicon. The

TaiI RFLP is a T/C substitution 658 and 654 bp down-

stream of the MnlI and DdeI polymorphisms. The

corresponding SNP ID numbers were as follows:

rs3746544 (MnlI); rs1051312 (DdeI), rs8636 (TaiI) from

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/.

For genotyping the MnlI (T to G substitution) and DdeI

(T to C substitution) SNPs the same protocol was used as
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described previously by Barr and collaborators (Barr et al.

2000). For PCR amplification of the TaiI SNP the same

protocols was used as described by Wong et al. (2003). The

calculation of the pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD)

between the SNPs was done by using the program

HAPLOVIEW (http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview/

index.php) (Barrett et al. 2005).

Statistics

For statistical analyses SPSS for Windows 14 was used. All

tests were two-tailed. Level of significance was P = 0.05.

Dependent variables were metabolic ratios (NAA/Cho,

NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr and Ins/Cr) in the left hippocampus. Three

different analyses were conducted with the SNAP-25

polymorphisms DdeI, TaiI or MnlI as independent factors.

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated to

analyse if there were significant age or education differences

between the genotypes. Chi-square test on independence

was used to analyse if distribution of diagnosis, gender and

hand preference was different between the groups.

For the four hippocampal metabolic ratios a multivariate

ANOVA was performed separately for DdeI, TaiI and

MnlI. If there was a significant effect in a three-group

comparison, a subgroup analysis between two of the three

genotypes each was performed applying a Bonferroni

adjustment for three comparisons. A multivariate ANOVA

with the metabolic ratios as dependent variables and the

independent factor diagnosis was additionally conducted

for all subjects with the homozygous TT genotype.

Results

For the objective of this study the individuals were grouped

according to the different SNP genotypes. The analysis of

the LD showed a strong LD between the TaiI and MnlI

polymorphisms. The DdeI polymorphism was not in LD to

the two other polymorphisms.

No associations between MnlI or TaiI genotypes and the

metabolic ratios were found. Regarding the DdeI genotype

31 individuals (6 SZ, 11 BD, 6 OCD, 8 HC) had the

homozygous TT genotype, 19 individuals (3 SZ, 5 BD, 4

OCD, 7 HC) had the heterozygous TC genotype, and 5

individuals (0 SZ, 3 BD, 0 OCD, 2 HC) had the homozy-

gous CC genotype. The distribution of different genotypes

is in accord with their occurrence in the general population.

The different groups of individuals with distinct genotypes

exhibited no significant differences regarding mean age,

gender, handedness or education (Table 1).

Multivariate analyses with the independent factor

genotype revealed a significant influence of SNAP-25 DdeI

genotype on metabolite ratio NAA/Cho in the left hippo-

campus (F = 3.91; df = 2, 52; P = 0.026) (Table 2).

Subsequent subgroup analysis showed that this ratio was

significantly higher in individuals with homozygous CC

compared to homozygous TT genotype [?33%,

P = 0.012 (Bonferroni adjusted)], while the mean value of

the heterozygous genotype TC ranged—however not sig-

nificantly—between the mean values of the homozygous

genotypes (Fig. 1). No significant associations between

SNAP-25 DdeI genotype and the other metabolic ratios in

hippocampus were observed. However, the analysis

revealed a trend for the Cho/Cr ratio, as numerically it was

decreased in carriers of the CC compared to the TT

genotype (-15.4%, F = 2.64; df = 2, 52, P = 0.081). A

further multivariate analysis of all subjects with the

homozygous TT genotype with the independent factor

diagnosis revealed no significant different mean values of

the NAA/Cho ratio between the four diagnostic groups

(HC 2.26, SZ 2.40, BD 2.27, OCD 2.21, F = 0.15,

P = 0.93).

Table 1 Demographic data of subjects

Genotype df F/v2 P-valuea

TT TC CC

Schizophrenia (n) 6 3 0

BD (n) 11 5 3

OCD (n) 6 4 0

Healthy controls (n) 8 7 2

All individuals (n) 31 19 5

Age (years; mean ± SD) 37.9 ± 12.4 36.1 ± 15.1 42.8 ± 13.5 1, 34 0.68 0.42

Gender (male/female) 15/16 6/13 2/3 1 0.12 0.73

Education (years; mean ± SD) 13.9 ± 2.4 13.8 ± 3.2 16.0 ± 2.9 1, 33 3.08 0.089

Handedness (right/not-right) 24/6 16/2 4/0 1 0.97 0.32

BD bipolar disorder, n number, OCD obsessive-compulsive disorder, SD standard deviation
a In the statistical analysis the group TC is excluded
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Discussion

This study investigated the influence of three different

SNAP-25 SNPs (MnlI, TaiI and DdeI in the 30-UTR) on the

metabolic ratios NAA/Cho, NAA/Cr, Cho/Cr and Ins/Cr in

the left hippocampus in healthy individuals and psychiatric

patients suffering from schizophrenia, BD or OCD. The

analysis revealed that subjects with the homozygous CC

genotype of the DdeI polymorphism presented a signifi-

cantly higher NAA/Cho ratio than subjects with the

homozygous TT genotype. Although there were only sig-

nificant differences between the homozygous SNAP-25

DdeI CC and TT genotypes, the mean value of the NAA/

Cho ratio in the heterozygous TC group lay between the

values of the homozygous groups. This result might indi-

cate an allele effect on NAA/Cho ratio.

The finding of a significantly increased NAA/Cho ratio,

an unchanged NAA/Cr ratio and a non-significantly

decreased Cho/Cr ratio might indicate on the one hand an

increased NAA concentration or on the other hand

decreased Cho. As we were unable to assess the absolute

concentration of NAA and Cho themselves, we will discuss

both possible outcomes.

The first presumption is that the results of this study

indicate enhanced NAA levels in the left hippocampus in

carriers of the homozygous SNAP-25 DdeI CC genotype.

Following this view we conclude that individuals with the

CC genotype possess a higher neuronal density or func-

tion in the left hippocampus than individuals with the

other genotypes as NAA is generally assumed to be a

marker for neuronal density and function (Burtscher and

Holtas 2001). The SNAP-25 genotype appears therefore to

modulate the neuronal density and neuronal function in

the left hippocampus. This assumption is in accord with

prior findings of the involvement of SNAP-25 in neuro-

and synaptogenesis (Osen-Sand et al. 1993; Sollner et al.

1993). This suggests that the observed genetic effect

might be related to a basic regulation mechanism of

neuro- and synaptogenesis and, moreover, synaptic

transmission in the hippocampus. This SNAP-25 modu-

lated mechanism might influence the hippocampal

function. It is possible, therefore, that the reported asso-

ciation of SNAP-25 genotype with memory consolidation

(Hou et al. 2004) and long-term memory formation (Hou

et al. 2006) in rats as well as cognitive ability in humans

(Gosso et al. 2006) is caused by its influence on hippo-

campal function.

The second assumption is that the results of this study

demonstrate reduced amounts of Cho in the left hippo-

campus in carriers of the homozygous SNAP-25 DdeI CC

genotype. Choline measured via 1H-spectroscopy is

believed to represent mostly phosphocholine and glycero-

phosphocholine and less than 5% free choline and

acetylcholine. The choline signal is therefore assumed to

reflect cell membrane metabolism or turnover and synaptic

plasticity (Sartorius et al. 2006). The presumed reduced

choline amount in the present study might represent a

reduced membrane turnover following reduced synaptic

plasticity and neurogenesis in the left hippocampus. This

conclusion is also in accord with the above mentioned

involvement of SNAP-25 in neuro- and synaptogenesis

(Osen-Sand et al. 1993; Sollner et al. 1993).
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Fig. 1 Error bars plot of NAA/Cho ratio in left hippocampus.

Individuals with SNAP-25 DdeI CC genotype exhibited significantly

increased ratio of NAA/Cho (P = 0.012) compared to individuals

with the TT genotype

Table 2 1H-MRS results in left hippocampus of individuals with SNAP-25 DdeI genotype

TT (n = 31) TC (n = 19) CC (n = 5) MANOVA Subgroup analysisa

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD df F-value P-value CC vs. TT CC vs. TC TC vs. TT

P-value P-value P-value

NAA/Cho 2.28 ± 0.48 2.46 ± 0.65 3.02 ± 0.63 2,52 3.91 0.026 0.012 0.15 0.85

NAA/Cr 2.11 ± 0.41 2.01 ± 0.42 2.34 ± 0.42 2,52 0.72 0.49 0.78 0.77 1.00

Cho/Cr 0.94 ± 0.16 0.88 ± 0.12 0.80 ± 0.18 2,52 2.64 0.081 0.20 0.83 0.43

Ins/Cr 0.52 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.14 0.50 ± 0.3 2,52 0.73 0.49 1.00 1.00 0.70

a In the subgroup analysis, Bonferroni adjusted P-values for three comparisons were used
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The two discussed possible results indicate contrarian

conclusions. Higher NAA might represent increased whilst

reduced choline might imply reduced synaptic plasticity

and neurogenesis. In view of this antagonism a clear con-

clusion cannot be made. However, the results of this study

indicate a significant influence of SNAP-25 genotype on

neuro- and synaptogenesis.

The estimation of brain metabolites using 1H-MRS does

not allow forthright conclusions on underlying molecular

processes. Our interpretation must therefore be handled

with care. Moreover, the possible effects of genes or

polymorphisms on brain metabolites measured with 1H-

MRS are mostly unknown. Two recent studies, however,

reported effects of different genes on NAA in the human

brain. One study observed a significant reduction of NAA/

Cr levels in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in

homozygous A-allele carriers of a SNP in the metabotropic

glutamate receptor 3 (Marenco et al. 2006). Another study

revealed higher ratios of NAA/Cho and NAA/Cr in the left

putamen in individuals with the homozygous DAT1 10-

repeat genotype compared to carriers of 9-repeat allele

(Scherk et al. 2007). These studies emphasize that genetic

polymorphisms might influence metabolite ratios in some

brain regions. The DdeI polymorphism resides in the 30-
untranslated region and does not affect the protein’s amino

acid sequence. However, it has been shown that untrans-

lated regions of genes play an important role in the

regulation of transcription efficiency, mRNA stability or

mRNA sub-cellular localization (Grehan et al. 2001;

Mignone et al. 2002).

The results of this study are limited by some major

methodological restrictions. The small size of the SNAP-25

DdeI CC genotype group with only five subjects impairs

the statistical analysis. The presented results should

therefore be treated with caution and classified as pre-

liminary data until they can be confirmed in future studies.

Minor methodological restrictions were that we did not

obtain a differentiation between proportions of grey or

white matter in the investigated volumes of interest.

Therefore, we cannot definitely exclude that differences of

grey and white matter proportions between different sub-

jects might have influenced the metabolite concentrations,

although the positioning of the volume of interest was

visually inspected and adjusted based on identifiable ana-

tomical landmarks in reference to standard brain atlases

(Talairach and Tournoux 1998; Duvernoy 1999). More-

over, we only estimated relative metabolite concentrations

and computed metabolite ratios such as NAA/Cr, NAA/

Cho, and the Cho/Cr ratio instead of absolute metabolite

concentrations. This is an approved method to estimate

changes of metabolites. Nonetheless this method has some

restrictions since some studies showed that the creatine

level is not as stable as mentioned so far.

In this study haplotype analysis of the three SNPs was

not applied due to several reasons: We found that the

SNAP-25 TaiI and MnlI polymorphisms are in LD in our

study samples. The DdeI polymorphism was not in LD to

the two other polymorphisms, possibly suggesting a puta-

tive recombination hotspot between these SNP’s. This

finding was also formerly described by Spellmann et al.

and Mueller et al. Therefore the SNPs are not within a

haplotype block for a reasonable analysis. On the other

hand the common computer programs for haplotype anal-

ysis perform only haplotype estimations with no clear

assignment of a specific haplotype to a single person. Such

an approach would require the parents of each individual to

determine the exact inheritance.

Due to the explorative character of the study, we did not

apply the Bonferroni correction for the number of tests.

Moreover, it has to be mentioned that the Bonferroni

procedure is a very conservative method and that it is not

appropriate here as some of the SNPs are in LD and

therefore not all the tests independent.

Interestingly, several reports find associations between

the DdeI and MnlI polymorphism of the SNAP-25 gene with

ADHD in different populations (Choi et al. 2007; Kust-

anovich et al. 2003; Mill et al. 2004). Moreover, imaging

studies support growing evidence that the hippocampus and

other limbic regions are involved in the patho-physiology of

ADHD (Plessen et al. 2006; Volkow et al. 2007). So far 1H-

MRS studies of hippocampus in ADHD are missing (Perlov

et al. 2008). Nevertheless, these data suggest an involve-

ment of the SNAP-25 gene in different major psychiatric

disorders and on hippocampus structure and function.

Taken together, these preliminary findings are consistent

with the view that the SNAP-25 genotype may modulate

synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis in the left hippocam-

pus, and that an altered NAA/Cho ratio may be an indicator

for this genetic modulation of neuronal function in the

hippocampus. It seems to be worthwhile to investigate the

relationship between SNAP-25 and metabolite ratios in

further studies.
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